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Hey U.S. Attorney Office,

Re: 1:13-cr-435-1, new 2255 case; Brian David Hill v. United States; Middle District of North Carolina
CC: Attorney Lin Wood

I am Roberta Hill. My son Brian David Hill wanted me to send you PDF copies of his new 2255 motion he is mailing
out today to make it easier to review over. That is to challenge his supervised release violation charge.

Anand Prakash Ramaswamy had complained in the first 2255 case and I believe it is because the documents were
more difficult to go through when scanned by the clerk instead of electronically filed with the Court by PDF
documents using pacer.gov.

This email of easily readable and searchable pdf documents should constitute as evidence that Brian wanted for
me to send you the PDF documents to make it easier for the U.S. government to examine the 2255 pleadings. It
will be easier to review and easier to take notes and make highlights. He didn't have to do this and I didn't have to
send you an email with a copy of his new 2255 pleadings, but my son wanted to make this fair for the government.

Brian will still send two physical copies and one original with the clerk to comply with the rules of the Court, but
Ramaswamy complains about the paper copies and the volume of pages in the paper copy. I understand he rather
have a digital copy which is easy to work with compared to hundreds of pages of paper. Also my son made sure to
add bookmarks to all of his pleadings to make it easy to sift through the pages and is text searchable. Everyone
wins.

My son is having me email you the following pleadings:

1. 2255 motion

2. additional grounds attached to 2255 motion

3. Brief of 2255 motion

4. exhibits in support of 2255 motion

5. letter to clerk requesting certain exhibits be filed in color and text searchable to make it easier for government to
review

Again, my son wants to make sure that the Government has a fair chance to review over everything prior to giving
it's position to the Court.

Brian also asked me to send a copy of this email to Attorney L. Lin Wood as a witness who had said on Twitter
about the Lizard Squad blackmail videos. The tweets which he had alleged of powerful political figures in the child
rape and plus murder tapes or files or whatever it is. I saw those tweets and made sure to take screenshots for my
son to use in his case. Lin Wood had addressed Brian's erroneous assumptions that Mr. Wood had the actual
videos when he did not. He only has the encryption key or password to the alleged blackmail videos. My son had
filed document entry #  290 so the Government should be up to speed if they have reviewed over the tweets and
the claims about judges and officials. https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill
/?page=2#entry-290

If any of the judges in those claimed videos include William Osteen or Thomas Schroeder, then this evidence
legally poisons any presumption of impartiality under canons of judicial conduct (fruit of the poisonous tree legal
theory) and makes it where all judges in the blackmail videos must be arrested and imprisoned for the heinous acts
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if they did anything of the sort. You came after my son over the charge of alleged child porn which was claimed to
have downloaded for 11 months after Mayodan Police took our computers. Why don't you find out who is in those
blackmail videos and find out why actor Isaac Kappy was murdered off of a bridge?

My son is curious if you would object to investigating the alleged blackmail video files which contain the officials and
the judges being "ordered to rape the child on video. The target is then ordered to shoot the child on video. The
target is then owned & controlled by the blackmailers until blackmail evidence loses its value." - partially quoted
from Attorney L. Lin Wood https://web.archive.org/web/20210104072454/https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status
/1345993980811616256

I hope the blackmail is investigated. No judges should be blackmailed, my son wanted answers on this since last
year. Kept faxing Lin Wood to try to get some answers but Mr. Wood does not have the videos but we are all sure
that his source does. Why would an attorney be making these claims last year and risk his reputation being
destroyed forever, if it weren't true. Hopefully the Marshals will investigate the videos, or somebody needs to find
out who is being blackmailed here. Somebody is being blackmailed. I hope your not. Me and my son are aware of
the deep state cabal. Somebody is being blackmailed to hurt my son repeatedly in the judicial system and we want
to know who is blackmailed and why.

Thanks,
Roberta

• 1. Brian's formal 2255 Motion for 2nd SRV violation conviction(7)(2).pdf (287 KB)

• 2. Brian's additional 2255 grounds(20).pdf (323 KB)

• 3. Brian's Brief for 2nd 2255 case(63).pdf (1 MB)

• 4. Exhibit Index pages for 2ND 2255 BRIEF(Completed)13.pdf (11 MB)

• 5. Letter to Clerk asking to file certain exhibits in color.Thanks(4).pdf (287 KB)
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